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Abstract 
 

Chameleon Theme is open source platform, based on Bootstrap 4, for development            
child themes, plugins and designs. This platform is adapted to everyone, and with             
Chameleon platform, all user will be satisfied - developers, designer, support and end users.  
 

What is interested here? 
 

The Chameleon platform gives users all infrastructure and compatibility with WP           
core. This means that you can use Chameleon theme like starting them for developing your               
themes with all necessary functionality for content organization within the administration, and            
all you need to do is to develop elements inside your themes.  
Also, the Chameleon platform gives designers possibilities to design their own themes with             
all the features which they need.  
With Chameleon platform you will able to get complete start code for widget develops.  
Because of that that them have own page builder based on a widget, it provide a new                 
experience of the content organization. 
This theme is compatible with WooCommerce, bbPress, BuddyPress, Visual Composer,          
Contact Form 7 and all other free and commercial plugins. 
 

The idea of the project 
Our idea is to gather all WP plugin and themes users, and here we provide the best                 

theme solution which gives developers, designers and support (they will get an adequate fee              
for it). All developers, designers and support which will be part of Chameleon platform, will               
be able to sell their widgets on market.  
 
 
 

It is in the common interest that our ultimate client is satisfied. 
 
 

 



 

Problem and solution when develop and using WP themes 
 
Problems which we see: 
 
For example: You create a lot of sites at WP platform, and then you must use different                 
themes which are in line with clients requirements. The problem starts with time, and this               
problem slow down maintenance and upgrade of theme. Here you become a position where              
you must develop child theme for all this theme, and lose your time. 
 
Next problem can be including a new developer in the team because you have to invest in                 
big-power to include it in each of the themes which you use for your client. Can be easier? 
 
Also, here can be a problem with documentation. Imagine that you need to prepare different               
documentation for all clients (for example 50 different documentation). 
 
Everything of this can be much easier. 
 
Here is simple solution:  
 
Use Chameleon platform because with it you will be able to create a lot of flexible themes                 
without any limitations, and at the other side you keep its organization of content regardless               
of which project you are.  
 
Also, with Chameleon platform, it’s much easy to send documentation to the clients because              
it’s almost the same everywhere.  
 
 
Problems which we see: 
 
For example: You have a client who decides, after some time, to change a theme. Here we                 
have a problem with lost content and compatibility with this theme. 
 
 
Here is simple solution:  
 
If you use Chameleon platform, you will be able to change design theme skin, and during the                 
child theme, you will be able to change a different part of theme based on specific client                 
requests. 
 
Problems which we see: 
 
Problems which occur with the child themes, because a lot of themes are developed on               
some custom platform. Here is a problem if we want something to change or develop               
because some parts of the theme are totally untouchable. 



 

Here is simple solution:  
 
During the child theme you will get a copy of Chameleon theme which supports all standards                
and allows great flexibility to alter any part of the theme, and with each update your theme                 
core stays compatible. 
 
Problems which we see: 
 
If you develop premium themes and placing them on market or own site, you can have                
problems such as the different structure of development. Here become a problem when you              
wish to update themes so they follow WP core. Here is the problem if you have a lot of a                    
number of themes, because in this case you must re-develop in order to be compatible with                
the new version of WP. 
 
Here is simple solution:  
 
With Chameleon theme you will give your developer possibilities to fast development of new              
theme as well as easy updating and maintenance that are being done in Chameleon              
framework. Here we speak about simply framework with all documentation. This gives a             
possibility for a new developer to the done job so quick. 
 

Who can use the Chameleon Theme? 
 

The Chameleon Theme is intended primarily for users who want to build the best              
possible solution for their clients. This is possible because of developers, designers and             
support team will participate in the development of the Chameleon Platform. There will be a               
large number of solution which will be provided by the Chameleon community and with the               
support of this community will be able to meet every client's requirements. 
 

So, if you think why the Chameleon Platform is good for me, there is answer: 
 

If you are a developer - The Chameleon Platform give you start a theme, so you do                 
not have to develop a theme every time. Also, during the child theme you have a opportunity                 
to develop themes that you can offer to your clients or sell them on market. 
 

If you are a UI/UX designer - With Chameleon Platform you will able to simply               
integrate your solutions and sell them on market. Also, you will have a possibility to create                
widgets, with Chameleon Platform, which you can integrate into it or sell on the market. 
 

If you are support - Many things depend on you. If you see yourself as part of this                  
team, you love working with customers, join us. 
 



 

Our team 
 
 

 
Goran Petrović - Full Stack WordPress Developer 
 
Behind me is with fifteen years of experience in developing. During           
my career I worked on various projects. Following the needs of the            
clients I worked with, I came up with the idea to create a             
Chameleon Platform that will ease every job, and provide the client           
and the end-user with a well-done job. 
Also, I'm a big lover in the crypto currency, with a glimpse of the              
bright future. 

 
 
 
Damjana Bursać - Support 
 
With a long period working with a client, I can listen to your needs,              
so I’m here to answer any your question about our project. Also, I’m             
working on the preparation of documentation, in order to provide          
simpler use to the end-user of the Chameleon Platform.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

If you recognize yourself in this, become part of our team! 
We are waiting for you! 

 
 

Subscribe -- Keep up with the development of the project. Join the Chameleon community,              
where we will be with the help of a bbPress and BuddyPress, achieve better communication,               
and at the same time get to know better their mode of operation. 
 
 

This site is based on the Chameleon theme for the reason that we learn how the theme 
"breathes" and that we can specifically speak about it in the community. 

 
 
 
 



 

 


